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INTELLIGENCE AND THE TRANSITION
FROM WAR TO PEACE CONFERENCE

Touching
history
The 'War to Peace" conference gave JMU
students a unique opportunity - access to
primary source documents that are integral
to understanding the intricacies of national
decision making. The compilation contains
records of intelligence gathering and meetings of senior officials where decisions on
the Bosnian conflict were made. Handwritten
notes, including those of President Clinton,
are visible on many of the documents.
"The students did so much to make the
conference a success," says Walton. "This
included not only their posters about their
research projects, but also volunteering
on behalf of their organizations to staff
networking tables in the lobby. Student volunteers were also indispensable for logistics
assistance, such as registration and standing
by in case there were computer problems....
Many people told me how polite, articulate
and smart the students were. The student
participants did JMU proud....
"Jan Lodal - the keynote speaker, a former
senior official at the Pentagon, and a longtime friend of JMU - made a point of coming to see me as he was leaving to say how
impressed he was with the students that he
and his wife, Elizabeth, (a former JMU Board
of Visitors member) had just had lunch with."
The conference closed with intelligence
analysis majors in a panel presentation "Lessons Learned," applying the lessons learned
from ending the war in Bosnia to current
crises such as Syria, Ukraine, and the IsraeliPalestinian dispute. "Their briefings were a
great demonstration of the analytic skills we
teach here," says Walton.
Presenting research at professional
conferences in the field gives students valuable research and presentation experience
- experience that enhances their value as
future employees. "They got a series of polite
- but firm and probing - questions from
one of our Dutch guests. I told the students
later that he had interrogated a lot of war
criminals; and our students held up quite well
under that kind of grilling." ffl
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Their briefings were a great
demonstration of the analytic skills
vve teach here. - TIMOTHY WAL TON

(Top and clockwise): Tim Walton
goes over notes with student presenters. Rhian McCoy from George
Mason University speaks about
conflict analysis. Students from the
Center for Interdisciplinary Study
of Terrorism and Peace listen to
faculty presenters. Francis Flannery,
JMU professor and director of the
CISTP, spoke about social memory.
Keynote speaker Jan Lodal was the
principal deputy under secretary of
defense for policy during the Clinton administration.

-t EDITOR NOTE: On the following pages "Quotable and Notable," read quotes from conference presenters and learn how students in JMU's intelligence analysis program are launching careers
and building peace. See more photos and summaries at www.jmu.edu/war-to-peace-conference.
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